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Abstract
This study focused on the historical judgments that Ibn Khaldun included 
in his historical works, about personalities and events, whether in his era or 
in pre-era times, and these provisions were characterized by the inevitable 
judgments came as a result of the conviction of Ibn Khaldun, including his 
writings so that all his novels are based on a curriculum Critical and clear, in 
order to reach a final historical judgment, which made its historical material 
significantly different from other historians, both those who preceded them 
or contemporaries of it.
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Juicios históricos de Ibn Khaldoon (d. 808A.H / 1406 
C.E) Un estudio analítico

Resumen:
Este estudio se centró en los juicios históricos que Ibn Khaldun incluyó en 
sus obras históricas, sobre personalidades y eventos, ya sea en su época o 
en tiempos anteriores a la era, y estas disposiciones se caracterizaron por 
los juicios inevitables que surgieron como resultado de la convicción de 
Ibn Khaldun, incluidos sus escritos para que todas sus novelas se basen en 
un plan de estudios cr tico y claro, con el fin de llegar a un juicio hist rico 
final, lo ue hi o ue su material hist rico sea significati amente diferente 
de otros historiadores, tanto los que los precedieron como sus contemporá-
neos.

Introduction:
ontemporary studies ha e tended to analy e the historical te ts of us-

lim historians, to re eal the accuracy of their no els through the use of 
comparative methodology and analysis. Since Ibn Khaldun’s works are 
among the most important sources of slamic history, this study came to 
analyze his historical novels, reveal his positions on historical texts, and 
e amine his judgments on personalities and e ents  he study focused on 
the era of bn haldun, which was free of intellectual repression of histo-
rians and writers, and the study of the factors of intellectual renaissance in 
this era, which pro ided bn haldun scientific atmosphere to follow a new 
approach in the processing of historical te ts, and the launch of historical 
judgments  he study also focused on the contradiction that bn haldoun 
himself signed when launching historical judgments in his wor s, and his 
harmony behind his passion, in addition to the impact of his judgments on 
the political factor, which made some of these judgments confused and in-
consistent with what Ibn Khaldun stated in his introduction about the need 

ommitment of the historian objecti ity and stay away from arrogance to 
the ruler  he study relied on the three most important wor s of bn hal-
dun, namely the boo  introduction, and the boo  of lessons, and the boo  
definition of bn haldun, as well as some other sources to compare bn 

haldun article with it, in addition to some secondary references that dealt 
with Ibn Khaldun and his work in the study.
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 Age and intellectual trends:
 did not find a more accurate historical account than the one in which bn 
haldun new himself, saying  bdul ahman bin ohammed bin o-

hammed bin ohammed bin ohammed bin bdul ahman bin haldun  
I do not mention the relative to Khaldun other than these ten, and I think 
they are more, and he fell li e a number , ecause haldoun is the interior 
of ndalusia, if the first con uest, the duration of this co enant is se en 
hundred years, they will be about twenty ... And we attribute Hadramout, 
from the rabs of emen, to ael bin ajar from the sac ing of the rabs 

 
s for his upbringing, he stated what he said  s for my upbringing,  was 

born in unisia in the midst of amadan, thirty se en and se en hundred, 
and  was raised in the stone of my father s mercy until he was sent off and 
read the great ur an to the office professor bi bdullah ohammed bin 

aad bin aral al nsari   
bn haldun grew up in a lo ing en ironment of science in all its forms, 

and this en ironment became one of the most important moti ations that 
made him go to study the science of the oran and the principles of gram-
mar and literature, was een to recei e this science from the most famous 
men of science in unisia at the time, and after the death of his parents 
began his trips to the ast and est, n the edouin and the urban 
bn haldun left a great heritage of wor s, the most important of which 

is the boo  of the introduction, which is among the most prominent of his 
boo s, as he said about him   stayed there meaning the castle of bn 

alama  four years, abandoning all concerns, and  began to author this 
boo , and  esident, and completed the introduction of it in a strange way, 
which was guided to him in that retreat,  as ed where the testimonies of 
speech and meanings on the thought, until it emerged butter, and consisted 
of the results 
The introduction is a prelude to his great work, entitled: Lessons and the 

ourt of ebutante and hobar in the days of the rabs and the jam and 
the erbers and their contemporaries with the greatest sultan, who began 
to author in late   
n addition, bn haldun classified se eral boo s, the most important of 

which are  planation of a poem by bn al hatib on the origins of ju-
risprudence, and e plaining urda, and a boo  in rtematic , and an 
e planation of the door of the collector of a hr al in al a i, and also 
wrote many summaries on the wor s of bn ushd, as well nother in the 
sociology of religion is the refinement of the uestioner in the science of 
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matters , as bn haldun wrote a summary in the description of the 
country of orocco commissioned by amerlane, where he stated what 
reads  hen  wor ed with what  was as ed to describe the country of 

orocco,  wrote in a few days, and raised it to him, e too  it out of my 
hand, and ordered his position to be translated into the ongol tongue 

bn haldun s intellectual traces of his time did not recei e much atten-
tion, and the reason for this seems to be that they were pre epoch, so he 
did not absorb them from his time, most of his wor s, especially the in-
troduction remained un nown to many researchers for four centuries 
Ibn Khaldun lived in the eighth century, in which everything was pointing 
to a decline in arious areas of political, social, intellectual and economic 
life  s for this co enant, the last hundred hundred, the conditions of the 

aghreb that we are witnessing ha e been re ersed, changed in bul , and 
objection to the generations of the erbers of its people  he fifth hundred 
of the generations of the rabs, including what they ha e bro en and con-
uered, too  away from them the common homelands, and participated 

in the rest of the world  ountries to their ing this, to what came down 
old ast and est in the middle of this eighth hundred of the plague that 
sweeps the nations and went to the people of the generation, and folded 
many of the ad antages of urbanism and erased, and came to the tates at 
the time of the pyramid, and reach its e tent, and reduced its shadow, and 

ed alone, and wea er of its authority, and began to fade and decay  
he slamic world lost in the era of bn haldun, the state of ndalusia, 

where it emerged from the hands of the rabs and entered under the rule 
of the panish, and appeared on the scene of e ents a number of countries, 
appeared on the ruins of the lmohads state eni ureen in the aghreb 
with its capital e , and the state of bdel ad in the aghreb ts capital, 

lemcen, and eni afs in the lower aghreb of unisia, and these coun-
tries were not in political harmony, differences and disputes between them 
led to the loss of stability in the whole region 
bn haldun was part of this con ict, where he held se eral political po-

sitions, witnessed several coups, played an important role in the events 
and participated in several conspiracies and imprisoned several times, then 
moved to Egypt, which was relatively stable at the time and worked in 
teaching and the judiciary, and this stability helped him On authorship and 
creati ity 
Ibn Khaldun’s work in politics had a great impact on building his per-
sonality, where he spent twenty years during which he tried to achieve 
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his ambition in the prestige and power until he reached his desires, where 
he included in his wor  with the rulers from the position of writer to the 
highest ran s occupied the position of the eil  is life was a great 
re ection on his thought, where he stated what reads  olitics needs its 
owner to ta e into account what is outside, and what follows and follow 
the conditions, it is hidden, and perhaps to have something that prevents 
them from being li ened to the li es and parallels, and denies the idney 
who tries to apply them, othing is measured from the conditions of ur-
banism to the other  as they suspected one thing, perhaps they differed in 
things, so scientists for what you are used to generali e the judgments, and 
measure things together, if they loo  at politics emptied it in the form of 
their eyes, and the type of their inferences, they fall into ista e a lot, and 
do not belie e them 

he worsening of the political situation had a great impact on the intel-
lectual life, which also declined, and bn haldun  e pressed this by 
saying  hese cartoons went to this era in orocco and its people, to stop 
ma ing calligraphy, sei ure and narration from it, with the rebuilding of 
its construction, and the beginning of its people  others and bureaus are 
copied by handwriting  octrine, but to recei e from those offices what 
they are his was followed by what some of their imams confronted by 
the authorship because of their lac  of sight in his industry, and the lac  of 
adequate trades.

hese troubles in the slamic world were re ected in bn haldun s ap-
proach to writing history and the uality of his thought  e grew up in an 
en ironment in uenced by e treme indi idual factors, which in uenced 
the positions of this historian who grew up in an en ironment full of greed  

egitimate from his point of iew, he was acting as dictated by his interest 

Ibn Khaldun had a distinguished diplomacy, and knew how to deal with 
rulers and kings, and draws closer to them, so his morality was not without 
the ualities of treachery, hypocrisy and opportunism, which he did not 
hesitate to declare it as something to be proud of  hen tal ing about the 
details of his inter iew with amerlane outside the walls of amascus in 

 , the conclusion of the story that the army of imor in  when he 
besieged amascus and bn haldun at the time, he feared that the city 
falls to imur, but his share of death, he went to meet him, where he says  
 said to him, od bless you,  ha e thirty or forty years   hope to meet 

you  bdul abbar told imur  hat is the reason for that  , nd the 
ing of the world, and what  thin  appeared in creation since dam to this 
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co enant a ing li e you, and not those who say in lamo alj af 
This explains how Ibn Khaldun responded to Timur’s request when he 
commissioned him to write a boo  about orocco e also e plains why 
he did not eep a copy of this boo e seems to be afraid of being briefed 
by the oroccan people as a way to accuse him of treason, because he 
included important information about the geography of orocco and the 
routes leading to it  o him ma ing it easier for imor in  to con uer 
their country.

uhammad nnan  describes the actions of bn haldun by saying  
bn haldun was a man of opportunity, ta ing ad antage of him by any 

means and images, and the end justifies e ery medium, and does not hurt 
him to reward good evil, charity and abuse, which is explicit in portraying 
this tendency, e is not trying to hide it  

ne of the most important things that in uenced the direction of bn hal-
dun s historical approach was that he was in uenced by his en ironment  

his e plains bn haldun s interest in the affairs of feudal lords in his 
wor s, praise them, and accuse those who stand before them 

is contact with the rab and erber tribes also had a great impact on his 
character, as Ibn Khaldun was able to woo these tribes alongside him and 
direct them where er he wanted  ne researcher  noted that his writ-
ings in his introduction to his social ideas were inspired by the natural life 
he lived with these tribes.

s one researcher  tells us about the impact of the en ironment in 
which bn haldun grew up on his personality, where it left two opposing 
tendencies, namely  lo e of money and position on the one hand, and lo e 
of science on the other hand, he states  ach of these two tendencies was 

eep rooted and highly in uential in the psychology of bn haldun, they 
fought for control of that psychological for a long time, and to some e -
tent o ercome the first on the second, and the second on the first, but this 
prevalence did not become decisive at one time, and continued tendency 
affect bn haldun along is life without the one can eliminate the other 
a final  

istorical pro isions of bn haldun
bn haldun paid more attention to political life in the slamic aghreb 

than to the e ant  aha ussein  pointed out this  s for other peo-
ples, the history of bn haldun is only a copy of other historical wor s, 
and therefore has its aws  owe er, bn haldun admits that he was not 
able to date the ast, and that  intend in principle to write the history of 
the rabs and erbers, the two elements that ha e long contested so er-
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eignty in frica, but after his trip to gypt, and contact with the ast, he 
completed his author and called this strange name.

he follower of bn haldun s approach to historical writing, he always 
finds focus on the issue of historical judgments, it does not lea e an occa-
sion only where he pointed out the mista es of historians and the absence 
of their writings of analysis and criticism, he stated what reads  he stu-
pidity of historians in slam has absorbed the news of the days and collect-
ed and written n the pages of the noteboo s and deposited and confused 
intruders intrigue falsehood, and they in ented it and decorations of the 
wea ened stories to create and put them and followed the traces of many 
of them after and followed and followed us to us as they heard it and did 
not notice the reasons and facts did not ta e into account and did not reject 
the chattering or talk A little investigation and revision party is mostly 
blunt and mista e and delusion is a relati e of the news and halil and the 
tradition is ancient in damites and descendants  
bn haldun  cited numerous judgments on the historians of his time
  tendency with fancy and hiism of iews and doctrines
  awning for the people of the ultan in co eting fa or and gain
  ta e the news at all confidence confident transferred them
  complying with the whispers of strangers and distraught about the pur-

poses  wants to ta e these historians stories of outsiders who are hostile to 
the rabs, and ignorant of their intent, and therefore change things accord-
ing to their standards.
  ignorance of the natures of urbanism  so they want to ignore the natures 

of urbanism, which ma es them impart impossible news is not accepted by 
reason and are not allowed by the laws of nature

lthough bn haldun critici ed his former historians for saying that they 
were merely news carriers, those who obey the boo  of historical periods 
prior to his time are literally copied or transcribed the boo s of these for-
mer historians. It seems that the provisions contained in his books was 
the result of his era free of intellectual repression of historians, which en-
couraged him to e press his iews and put forward his ideas within the 
reasonable and familiar

nyone familiar with bn haldun s history boo  al bar  finds that he 
has fallen into the same fallacies that he warned against in his boo  ntro-
duction  e emphasi es commitment to objecti ity while writing, but has 
been unable to apply it in his historical writings, given his contact with in-

uential people and his association with common interests that made him 
ontradicting himself, he was approaching them, and commends them and 
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raise them in their genealogy and morals.
erhaps the best e ample of bn haldun s fa or of rulers in his time is 

his speech to the ultan of gypt, saying  he ing apparent, and the 
long term, just world, ujahid ujahid, lmora et lmaghr, l u-
affar l hahanshah, aif l unya and eligion, ultan of slam and 
uslims, ohie ustice in the worlds, oncef he oppressed of the op-

pressors, the heir of the ing, the ultan of the rabs, the ur s and the 
ur s, s andar al aman, the sire of charity, the ing of the owners of 

yachts, families and crowns, the endowment of the regions and countries, 
the pesticide of tyrants, prostitutes and infidels, the ing of ahrain, the 
ing of the way of the two isses, the ustodian of the wo oly os ues, 

the shadow of od in his land asant and superimposed, ultan simple, 
belie er urrounding land, the master of ings and sultans, oussim om-
mander of the aithful, bu aid runus son of the martyr honor of life 
and religion  
This text makes us very cautious when dealing with the historical article 
Ibn Khaldun, especially those guaranteed by moral provisions on people 
and e ents, whether in his time or from pre ious eras

inally, bn haldun gi es a final judgment to historians concludes by 
saying  hey are few hardly e ceed the number of fingers and mo ements 
of factors such as bn sha , abari, bn al albi, ohammed bin mar 
al a idi, aif bin mar al sadi and other celebrities distinguished from 
the masses, albeit in the boo s of asoudi l a adi of the stabbing and 
win ing is what is nown at the proof and famous among the eepers 
trusts, but all competent to accept their news and trace their Sunnah in the 
classification and follow their effects 

erhaps among the most prominent historical pro isions of bn haldun, 
which he launched on the Arabs, those explicit provisions that received 
from the rabs and their ideologies and ualities, blaming the pro isions 
of all their political and intellectual heritage  mong the pro isions of this 
saying  he rabs do not o ercome only the means, because they are 
the nature of the brutality in which the people of robbery and aith they 
abide by what they could not unclaimed and do not ride danger and ee to 
their resort wilderness and do not go to creeping and fighting only if they 
pay for themsel es, e ery stronghold or t is difficult for them to lea e it 
to what is easy for him and do not e pose him and the tribes abstained 
from them in the mountains of the weather to sa e them from their misery 
and corruption, because they do not take them hills and do not ride the 
difficulties and do not try to ris , but the means when they are able to lose 
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the garrison and the wea ness of the state is looting them and food to eat 
them  

s well as saying  f the rabs o ercame the homelands faster to ruin and 
the reason for that they are a brutal nation tightly yields brutality and its 
causes in them became a creation and a mountain and they had a refuge 
because of the departure from the grip of go ernment and not docile to 
politics and this nature is contrary to urbanism and contradict him to nor-
mal circumstances ll of them ha e the journey and o ercome and that is 
contrary to the stillness of urbanism and contrary to him, for e ample, the 
stone, but they need to erect the fate of fate o lunh of buildings and ruin 
it and prepare him for it and wood, but also need him to rebuild their tents 
and ta e the pegs from it to their homes tbrboon ceiling it he nature of 
their e istence is contrary to the building, which is the origin of urbanism 
in their case on the whole and also the nature of the andalism in the hands 
of the people 
t is e plicit historical pro isions on the rabs, saying  he rabs dis-

tanced the nations from the policy of the ing and the reason that they are 
more edouin than all other nations and far in the wilderness and sang the 
needs of the hills and grains for their accustomed to the rough and coarse 
of li ing stgnoa others, it is difficult to lead each other to ala hm and 
the brutality of their president e needs them often because of the ner -
ousness with which the defender was obliged to the charity of their ueen 
and leave their companions so as not to be disturbed by his nervousness, 
where the destruction and destruction of them and the policy of the ing 
and the Sultan requires that the politician is tyrannical oppression, other-
wise his policy is not correct, and also of their nature as we ha e ta en 
what is in the hands of the people  

e adds to all of this the rule of history is another ery dangerous, and 
read  t is strange indeed that the campaign of science in the slamic reli-
gion, most of the jm not of the science of science or mental science, but 
in a few rare, although the rab in proportion is jami in his language and 
educators and hei hs although illi is an rab and the owner of its law is 

rab and the reason for this is that the illi in the first was not aware of the 
industry or the conditions of nai e and nomadic conditions, but the pro i-
sions of the law, which is the orders of od and oahih men were trans-
ferred in their chests ha e nown its inta e of the boo  and the unnah, 
including what they recei ed from the owner of hara and his companions 
and people hey did not now about learning  authoring and blogging is 
not paid to him and in ited him needed 
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It is strange that Ibn Khaldun got involved in issuing such explicit judg-
ments on the rabs, which lin ed his lineage strongly in his boo  defi-
nition of bn halun  , and researchers ha e di ided into two parts 
in response to those pro isions, some of whom belie e that he meant the 
word edouin rabs he pression

he other section is that bn haldun has intentionally offended the rabs 
and undermined their achie ements, including uhammad bdullah nan 

 by saying  f bn haldun wants to say  that if the rabs o ercame 
their homelands faster to ruin, it means that when the rabs o ercome 
Iraq and the Levant are undermining their construction. The Arabs did not 
destroy those countries, but on the contrary they established prosperous 
countries and societies   e goes on to say  t is sufficient to refute bn 

haldun s theory of the properties of the rab con uests to cite the estab-
lishment of the mayyad state in the ast, and then the establishment of 
the slamic tate in pain

hese historical judgments made nnan  uestion the rabism of bn 
haldun, and attribute it to the arbarian people, who the rabs opened 

his country after iolent resistance, and imposed on him their religion and 
language and forced him after a long struggle to be integrated into the 
slamic bloc, and subject to the presidency of the rabs in orocco and 
pain  bn haldun grew up in this barbaric society e feels his feelings 

and traditions is family grew up a hundred years ago e enjoyed the pa-
tronage of the afsid lmohad state, which dates bac  to erber origins t 
is not unusual for bn haldun to issue the harshest sentences to the rabs

aha ussein  states  t is e ident that it is due to erber origins  also 
the information pro ided by the erbers, especially since their contact with 
the Arabs, may be the sincerest we have until modern times, Ibn Khaldun 
li ed among these tribes, and new ore than any other historian  

lthough bn haldun has mentioned in his boo , a fatty article about the 
erbers may not be found in another wor , but this does not necessarily 

mean that he is a erber, he is a historian and tra eler, followed a special 
approach in fact finding, and since the erbers were a force in his time t is 
natural that Ibn Khaldun deals with this study and investigation. Thus, the 
iews e pressed can not be the end of the statement regarding the rabism 

of bn haldun or not
Ibn Khaldun has mentioned in his writings many historical provisions, he 
does not go through an era only and called on his men and institutions 
judgments lthough after the inter al between his era and the e ents he 
analy ed, but the obser er of his historical material finds him confident of 
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all those provisions he launched.
bn haldun s historical rulings began since the time of the prophecy  is 

first rulings were on the lineage of the rophet  e states what he 
said  s for the hadeeth of bn bbas, peace be upon him, when he attrib-
uted to Adnan, he said: Narrated by Ibn Abbas raised and said more correct 
that he was arrested on the son of asood and left uhaili from mm 

alamah that the rophet peace be upon him said contagious son dnan 
bin dad bin aid bin wild en ethnicities rich  shmael and shmael is 
the son of braham and braham did not eat fire as do not eat rich ahili 
e plained the interpretation of mm alamah, which is true and said it 
means the meaning of saying peace be upon him all the children of dam 
and dam from the dust does not want to amesea and without him the 
son of shmael to crucify and supported by the news agreement on the long 
term between dnan and smail, which is usually impossible to ha e four 
fathers r se en, ten or twenty because the duration is longer than all this 
as we mention in the ratios Adnan did not remain in the modern adhering 
to one of the two teams 

his long no el is only an analysis of the attitudes and no els that the 
narrators tried to pro e, and despite the length of time that separates bn 

haldun from these narrators, but the appearance of this no el pro es his 
nowledge and depth of genealogy and his ability to separate the fat from 

the fat
erhaps among the most serious historical judgments that bn haldun in-

cluded in his history are those concerning the case of mamate li bin bi 
alib, he stated what reads  e learned that the hiites are the language of 

companionship and followers and is called in the custom of scholars and 
spea ers from the bac ground and predecessors to followers of li and 
his sons may Allah be pleased with They all agree that the Imamate is not 
one of the public interests that are delegated to the eyes of the nation and 
should be appointed by them, but it is the corner of religion and the rule of 
slam and it is not permissible for the rophet to ignore it or delegate it to 

the nation, but he must appoint the imam for them and be infallible from 
the major and minor  e is appointed by the prayers and peace of od in 
texts They transmit it and interpret it according to their doctrine, which is 
not nown by the unnis of the unnis, nor is it transmitted by haria, but 
most of it is subject or contested in his way or away from their corrupt in-
terpretations. These texts are divided into plain and hidden. Omar became 
the sire of all belie ers and belie ers, including saying ad m li and the 
meaning of the mamate, but the judiciary, the pro isions of od, which is 
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intended to be obeyed by the guardians.His spirit is a guardian and guard-
ian of this matter after me did not pledge allegiance to him only li and 
hidden them sent the rophet peace be upon him to read urat innocence 
in the season when it was re ealed it was first sent by bu a r and then 
re ealed to him to tell him a man from you or your people sent high to be 
the reader said amount his shows the submission of li and also did not 
now that he ga e anyone to li and bu a r and mar presented them 

in the in asions of sama bin aid once and mar ibn al as other and 
all these witness evidence to appoint Ali to the succession without others 

ence, bn haldun does not see these no els as a sufficient argument to 
pro e the mamate of li ibn bi alib, not interested in all narrated by 

hiite historians and other no els to pro e it, some of which are based on 
uranic te ts, and others on the hadiths attributed to the rophet , 

which gives his status Imperative.
ne of the important pro isions cited by bn haldun, is the date of the 

in asion of the trench, which iolated the rest of the historians has stated 
what reads  he was in the hawwaal of the fifth year and correct it is in 
the fourth and strengthens that bn mar says the response of the essen-
ger of llah peace be upon him on unday and  am four en years and 
then authori ed me on the day of the trench and  am fifteen years old, 
they ha e only one year, which is true is undoubtedly before the umat 
al andal 
n his account, he contradicts other historians  who agreed that it too  

place in the fifth year of immigration, following the heuristic approach to 
reach a definiti e judgment on the history of this no el
bn haldun  also mentioned an important judgment when tal ing 

about the issue of sman s murder, an incident that has a wide historical 
material, and then concluded his speech about this incident by saying  f 
you loo  fairly e cuse the whole people regarding the difference in sman 
and the difference of the companions from a distance nd learned that it 
was fitna af icted by the nation  
n spite of the great criticism of bn haldun s approach to historians in 

writing history, especially the issue of accepting no els without scrutiny 
and criticism, but we find him accept some no els without any scrutiny, 
it seems that Ibn Khaldun was trusted by some historians and considered 
their no els historical argument  hen tal ing about mam assan s ab-
dication of power to a awiya, he mo ed his historical material almost 
identical from the history of abari, and did not e amine his account, es-
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pecially with regard to the terms of the peace, where he stated  e wrote 
to uawiya reminds him to step down from the matter to gi e him what 
is in the house he money in ufa and the amount of fi e thousand thou-
sand and gi es him an abscess arabjerd of ersia and not insulting high 
as he heard and told his brother ussein and bdullah bin aafar and his 
irginity did not return to them and reached his newspaper to uawiya 
amcha ha had sent bdullah bin mer and bdullah bin amra to as-

san with a white seal At the bottom he wrote to him that stipulated in 
this newspaper what you will It is yours stipulated times what was in the 
newspaper when he handed him and his student in the conditions gave him 
what is in the first newspaper and said is the one who as ed and then too  
the people of asra out of arabgard said they said we do not gi e 

hese conditions came at abari , and some historians  disagreed 
because they do not conform to the ethics of mam assan, but bn hal-
dun belie es that abari objecti ely in his presentation, saying  he boo  
of ohammed bin arir abari, a great history, it is closer to what we saw 
in it and further f lmtaaan li eness in the senior nation of their choice 
and justice of the companions, may llah be pleased with them and fol-
lowers, often there is in the words of historians news where taaen and 
semi in their right 
Ibn Khaldun’s historical judgment on this issue is based on al-Tabari’s 
narrative, which Ibn Khaldun sees as equitable. It cannot be compelled by 
the ahabas li e some historians  his judgment is one of bn haldun s 
historical judgments because he represents his own iew of this historian, 
which may not be agreed upon  thers who relied on the history of abari
Ibn Khaldun mentioned in his writings important historical provisions 
about the mayyad state, when tal ing about the caliphate, bn haldun 
denied the right of the mayyads in the basis, he recalls what reads  sal-
athm on the uraysh in slam, their prey before the con uest, which did 
not sol e the dye and do not forget the era of the occupation ashim or-
dered the prophecy and ostraci ed the world of their hands, including ob-
jected to the direct re elation and honor near od and is essenger and 
people still now this for the children of illiteracy 

e also mentions what reads  assan deposed himself and the group 
agreed on the sale of uawiya in the middle of the year forty one when 
people forgot about the prophecy and paranormal and returned to the mat-
ter of ner ousness and o ercoming and appointed the children of illiteracy 
to o ercome the harm and the rest of the rabs  

ut bn haldun, while ac nowledging the right of ani ashim succes-
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sion, but he did not hide his admiration uawiya, he does not lea e an oc-
casion only praised uawiya  hen tal ing about the allegiance of a id 
mentioned what reads  eign of uawiya to a id for fear of separation 
of the word, including the children of illiteracy did not li e to hand o er 
the matter to others, if they had entrusted to others disagreed with him, 
although they thought it was valid and no one doubts in this and does not 
thin  uawia e would not ha e entrusted him with belie ing what he 
was of the debauchery, od forbid uawiya from that 
bn haldun  praised the possibilities of uawiya political, saying  

nd uawiya the day the great successor did not e ceed him, and con-
tributed to the other astot foot and e acerbated and st htm in the land 
of gypt and documented his contract and resided in his authority and 
succession twenty years spent from the goods of politics that was not one 
of his people r ed from the hand of the people of the nomination of uld 

atima and built ashim and the family of ubair and their il  
lsewhere, bn haldun  rules innocently uawiya from the charge 

of illing mam al assan, saying  hat is said that uawiya trampled 
poison with his wife, ada bint al haath is one of the con ersations of the 

hiites and beast of uawiya
erhaps among the most prominent historical pro isions of bn haldun 

from the mayyad state  lso arwan was the son of the go ernment 
and his son, although they were not the ing s doctrine in the doctrine of 
the people of unemployment and prostitution, but they were bewildered to 
the purposes of the right only to the need to bear on each other, such as fear 
of separation of the word which t is the most important they ha e from 
e ery destination to witness what they were from the followers and follow-
ers and what the predecessor learned of their conditions and purposes has 

ali  protested in the uwatta the wor  of bdul ali  and arwan was 
from the first class of followers and justice is nown and then included in 

uld bdel ali  and they were of religion hey were mediated by mar 
bin bdul i  went to the way of the four caliphs and his companions did 
not neglect and then came behind them and used the nature of the ing in 
their worldly purposes and purposes and forgot what it was their predeces-
sor to in estigate the intention and the adoption of the right in its doctrines, 
which was what called for people to call them their actions and made the 

bbasid call  
lsewhere, he said  he children of the illiterate are still two officers for 

what the cradle of the ultan surrounded them and safeguard what od 
ga e them from them with the nnhmm is cellency things and rejec-
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tion of uniaha until it led to their children lu uries were interested in lusts 
and ride the pleasures of od sin ignorance to draw and safe to hate ith 
their o erthrow of the maintenance of the caliphate and disregard for the 
right of the presidency and their wea ness from politics, od lmighty 
robbed them and humiliated them and denied them grace 
n this judgment, bn haldun belie es that the loss of the mayyad state 

and its demise in the slamic ashre  was caused by the arri al of wea  
caliphs who are unable to carry out the burdens of politics after abandon-
ing the truth and disobeying Allah.
Ibn Khaldun also mentioned important historical judgments about the Ab-
basid caliphs, some of which were accusations against them, others were 
in defense of them  e states  he first adr from the successors of ani 

bbas to ashid and some of his son, then the meaning of the caliphate 
went and left only its name and became purely ing he nature of o er-
coming to its purpose and used in its purposes of oppression and olatility 
in the lusts and sanctuary and so was the case of the son of bdul ali  
and those who came after the rational of the sons of bbas and the name 
of the caliphate remain in them to stay ner ous rabs and the caliphate 
and the king in two phases ambiguous each other then went to draw the 
caliphate and the impact of the rab ner ousness and the destruction of 
their generation And they disappeared The matter remained purely king, as 
was the case in the ings of the gam in the ast condemn the obedience 
of the aliph abar a and the ing with all his titles and his opponents 
and nothing of the aliph of it, and so did the ings of enata in orocco, 
such as enhajp with the beidin and agraoua and eni afran also 
with the successors of the mayyads in ndalusia and beidin airouan 
t has been shown that the caliphate has ound without the ing first and 

then Altbmathm and mixed up and then the king alone where the nervous 
parted from the ner ousness of the caliphate and od is destined night and 
day, the one the oppressor 

lsewhere, he said  ntil the sons of l ashid came after him, they were 
good and bad, then the matter led to their children, and they gave the king 
and luxury his right and immersed in the world and invalidated them and 
ostraci ed religion behind them at noon, so od authori ed their war and 
wrest the matter from the hands of the rabs altogether  tom and contem-
plation of the conduct of these caliphs and ings and their differences in 
in estigating the truth of falsehood science of the health of what we said 

e thus ruled on the successors of the ani bbas who came after the 
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ashid that they renounced religion, was the collapse of the punishment of 
di ine them, the same judgment he ga e to the successors of ani mayya
n more than one place in the writings of bn haldun described the suc-

cessors of the ani bbas as tyrannical caliphs, and described them as 
corrupt and absurd, especially the era of the aliph al ustasim, the last 
successor of the ani l bbas, where he stated  nd the rabs of ra , 
sei ed those aspects, and stormed aghdad on the aliph al ustasim, 
another ani bbas, and illed, and the greatest corruption  

e also stated what reads  he people of the state are tyrannical on the 
caliphate and the conditions are fading, so bu a far is perple ed and his 
claims have gone, and his prestige has disappeared, and he disappeared 
for three and a half months from his ministry, and he appealed to his father 

bu al asim uleiman ibn al asan  
e describes aghdad as a cause, saying  here was no interest from 

their kings to resolve this because they work greater than in the state and 
the suburbs and the general aghdad is easier for them to distract their 
greatness from them, so this bug continued in aghdad and did not uit it 
until her grandmother differed and eroded   
Ibn Khaldun’s historical judgments are important in his book, which he 
mentioned on the issue of bbasid sister ashid, as he asserted innocence, 
and describes the no els of historians narrati es entered , saying  t is 
anecdotes entered by historians what they are all uoted in the cause of 
the a ba he story of his sister bbas with aafar bin ahya bin halid 

awla and that he was assigned to place them from drin ing alcohol au-
thorized them to hold the marriage without being alone in order to meet 
in the ouncil and that bbasa turned him in soliciting him because of his 
passion of lo e to reality they claimed drun  u i so the ashid stagh 
and ayat that m he position of bbasid in her religion and her parents 
and majesty and that she is the daughter of bdullah bin bbas is not 
between them and only four men are shraf al in and greats of the sect 
after him and bbasah bint ohammed ahdi bn bdullah bu aafar 

ansour bin ohammed carpet bn li bu aliphs bn bdullah aliph 
bn bn bbas he uncle of the rophet sallam  halifa s daughter hal-

ifa s sister is fraught with the dear ing and the rophet s succession and 
the company of the rophet and his cousin and the establishment of illi 
and the light of re elation and the landing of angels from all its close to 
the era of edouin rabism and nai ety of religion far from the returns of 
lu ury and lawn of obscenity  ntelligence if lost from her home or how 
to weld her pedigree afar bin ahya and desecrate her rab honor olly 
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loyal to the ueen of the grandfather of the ersians or the loyalty of her 
grandfather from the cousin of the rophet and the super ision of uraish 
and the purpose that attracted their state with a hyena and hyena his father 
and e tracted their paper to the homes of super ision and justifies the good 
to fuse to oyalists laajam after his igor and bone of his fathers, e en if 
the meditator loo ed at it considered fair and measured bbasid daughter 
of a ing of the ings of his time to refrain from the same with the sire 
of the loyalists of the state and in the ultan of its people and denounced 
entangled in denial and where the e tent of bbasid and rational of people 

n his narrati e, bn haldun ga e himself the right as a historian to ma e 
historical judgments about personalities according to his personal data, 
not interested in the narrati es of historians , and their credibility in 
the events they report, their narratives entered, and untrue, because they 
offended a figure can not be in doubt n any case

hen he returns to show the reality of the catastrophe aram eh, through 
his rule on corruption and tyranny, saying  ut ab aram eh what was 
tyranny of the state and the detention of the collection money until ashid 
was as ing for a little money does not reach him  fter his fame, they built 
the ran s of the state and its plans with the presidents of their son and their 
crafts and too  possession of them from the ministry, writing, leadership, 
hijab, and a sword   pen is said to be in ar al asheed of uld ahya 

en haled  wenty fi e presidents were among his sword and pen holder  
aller  to the place of their father ahya sponsorship of aron, rown 
rince and aliph until he bro e into his lap and stairs of his nest and beat 

his command and was calling him, ather, the altruism of the ultan went 
to them and the function of them and the greater prestige of them and 
went away to them and subjected them to the necks and subjected them 
to the hopes and e ceeded them from the e treme borders gifts ings and 
anti ues of the princes and seeped into their treasures for the sa e of graft 
and grooming money collection and spent in the Shiite men and greats kin-
ship tender and surrounded them and earned from the homes of super ised 
destructive and dismantled Ani and praised what was not praised by their 
successors and enacted their chaste prizes and links and took the villages 
and loss of suburbs  and msar in all the ingdoms e en regretted the 
lining and hatred of the pri ate and the people of the state re ealed to them 
the faces of competition and en y and tears to the tread of the state of the 
hands of propaganda 

he follower of bn haldun s historical rulings finds him out of condition 
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that history is not a response to emotion, but to events, as required by hu-
man nature, because he triggers inevitable historical judgments, in which 
he introduced emotion, and he fell into the same taboo that he critici ed 
for pre ious historians  hen tal ing about the good, it is impossible to 
drin  alcohol, saying  s for the story of him to use l asheed alcohol 
and coupled with drun enness sugar, od forbid what we learned from 
the bad and where this is the case of the good and do what must be the 
position of succession of religion and justice and the companions cholars 
and wliya and his interlocutor of adhil ibn yyad, bn al amma  and 
al mari, and his office ufyan al hawri and his crying of their sermons 
and prayers in a ah in tawaaf and what it was of worship and the pres-
er ation of the times of prayers and witnesses morning for the first time 

e also cited another te t in which he denies the charge of using l
a moun for alcohol, saying  bn bn tham and l a moun did so in 

the case of l asheed and their drin , but the wine was not forbidden for 
them, but the sugar is not their business and its companions for the safe, 
but it was a disorder in religion  he house and the transfer of the irtues 
of safe and good ten that he watched one night thirsty, he senses and see s 
the pot for fear of awa ening ahya bin tham and pro ed that they were 
praying the morning all where this of the barrier and also the ahya ibn 

tham was one of the people of the hadeeth  
ne of bn haldun s important historical judgments is also to pro e the 

lineage of the sla es, and to deny all the no els that attempted to deny 
their lineage from the hl al ayt  he prayers of od and challenge their 
lineage to smail mam bn a far al adi  rely in this tal  on hyped for 
the ulnerable from the successors of the ani al bbas l a them to the 
mug in the sabhm and fnna in shames mdohm, as we recall some of 
these conversations in their news and ignore the discretion to witness the 
facts and e idence of circumstances that necessitated disagreement his 
is to refute their claim and respond to them, they agree in their tal  about 
the principle of the hiite state that bu bdullah calculated for what was 
called a secret to the satisfaction of the family of uhammad and famous 
for his e perience and nowledge of ho ering on the beid llah ahdi 
and his son bu al asim, fearing for themsel es, eeing the rient, the 
succession and passed through gypt le andria in the uniform of mer-
chants and the de elopment of their news to ssa al ushri factor gypt 
and le andria was discharged in their re uest ca alry e en if they re-
ali ed the hidden condition on their followers, including the wear of the 
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emblem and uniforms escaped to orocco and that lmotadd or  to the 
ghlabid princes of frica in airouan and built edrar princes ijlmasa 

ta ing the hori ons and ntelligence of the eyes in their re uest lisha, the 
owner of ijlmasa of the family of edrar found their place in his country 
and arrested them satisfactory to the aliph before the hiites appear on 
the ghlabids airouan and then was the emergence of their call in o-
rocco and frica and then in emen and then in le andria and then gypt 
and the e ant and ija  and di ided ani bbas in the ingdoms slam 
has cracked down the Alblmh and almost resorted to their citizens and 
remo e them, has shown their call in aghdad and ra  rince asa iri of 
the pro ilm o erpowering the successors of ani bbas in anger between 
him and the princes of the gam and sermons to them on the pulpit ula 
full and still full of their place  and the ings of the mayyad and the sea 
behind the doom and calling them war and how in ited all of this is located 
in the lineage lies in impersonating it 

his long narrati e, which bn haldun ga e in his history, is proof of his 
full understanding of the history of this region, and his understanding of 
the political and intellectual developments in it, so that his judgments on 
this issue seem inevitable provisions can not be reviewed and challenged.

erhaps among the most dangerous and historic pro isions of bn haldun, 
the judgment he issued on one of the most important issues of the mam-
ate, the issue of the e pected ahdi, where he stated  hey claim that the 
twelfth of their imams, ohammed bin assan al s ari and nic named 
him ahdi entered the crypt in their home in illa e was absent when he 
was arrested with his mother, and he was absent there as he was leaving the 
end of time  e filled the earth with justice, referring to the hadith in al ir-
midhi s boo  in al ahdi  hey are now waiting for him and they call him 
the awaited  hey stand e ery night after aghrib prayers at the door of 
this basement  tars then sha e off and postpone it o me the ne t night 
they are on this for this co enant and some of these wa fiyyah says that 
the mam who died due to his life and cite for that occurred in the oran 
from the story of the people of the ca e, which passed on the illage and 
illed the children of srael when he was hit by the bones of the cow that 

they ordered slaughtered and such paranormal t too  place on the path of 
the miracle and it is not alid to cite it in other places  
n his ruling, bn haldun denies one of the most important and important 

historical issues, which has been and continues to be controversial among 
historians, as bn haldun belie es that the arguments of the front on this 
issue is not convincing.
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Results:
  he careful in the boo  definition of bn haldun and his journey east 

and west, re eals the lo e of this historian ljam himself and his desire to 
appear and transcendence, which re ected on the nature of his pro isions, 
which was inevitable.
  bn haldun secured his wor  important historical pro isions of the 

historians who preceded him and described their writings entered, and 
questioned the objectivity, while launching other provisions in which 
praise other historians such as Ibn Ishaq and Tabari and Ibn al-Kalbi and 

ohammed bin mar al a idi and aif bin mar al sadi
  bn haldun secured his wor  historical pro isions, including the se-
erity of harsh pro isions on the rabs, and uestioning their abilities and 

described them as retarded and helpless, which made some contemporary 
scholars question Arabism.

 bn haldun s historical rulings e tended throughout slamic history, 
from the time of the rophet to the time he li ed in  e cited arious judg-
ments about personalities, institutions and states, some of which included 
stinging criticism and others that were praise and praise.
  bn haldun tried in his judgments, to ac uit some of the figures com-

pleted by historians, he undertoo  the tas  of defending it, as ac uitted to 
uawiyah of the murder of assan en li, and ac uitted bbasid sister 
ashid from her marriage story aafar arma i, and deny the charge of 

drin ing alcohol for good, who belie es that istorians glued him inno-
cent of them
  bn haldun listed a number of ad antages of the good historian, which 

should not be common to the people of the sects and doctrines, and away 
from arrogance to the ultan and other ualities, but the auditor in his 
wor s find that he fell into the forbidden, which he has always warned of, 
we find him sometimes drew behind his passion, which e made some of 
his historical judgments subjective.
  espite the emergence of bn haldun oroccan, but within the wor  

of historical pro isions on the land of the e ant is no less important than 
those launched by the countries of orocco, which made his historical 
article is comprehensive and diverse.
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